I. Introduction
English as an international language has an important role in many aspects of life. This is one of the reasons why English is learnt by many people in the world. Mastering English well, then we'll be able to communicate with other nations in the world. Besides, we can also add insight and knowledge to the progress of our nation and country, because we'll be able to read English literature, listen to foreign radio broadcasts, and watch foreign films that can add our knowledge. Thus, ultimately we can master the knowledge in all fields.
Every language of course has rules or we often refer to the term of each grammar. As well as with English, a lot of rules that must be considered in its use, especially in the field of writing and structure. Therefore, we try to present one of the grammars of the many grammars of English. That is Reported speech.
Reported Speech is a structure used to report what somebody said. It implies, in most of cases, changing the verb tense of the original sentence and sometimes the place and time stated. If we report what another person has said, we usually don't use the speaker's exact words (direct speech), but reported (indirect speech). Therefore, we need to learn how to transform direct speech into reported speech. The structure is a little different depending on whether you want to transform a statement, question or request.
Reported speech is commonly used to report what other people have said or though without reporting the exact word. With reported speech, one wishes to report the content of the original source without necessarily repeating sentences exactly as they were originally uttered.
By learning reported speech definitely we will able to quote somebody's words or thoughts whether in direct or indirect speech and also we will learn and understand the way to report speech.
If we report what another person has said, we usually don't use the speaker's exact words (direct speech), but reported (indirect speech). Therefore, we need to learn how to transform direct speech into reported speech. The structure is a little different depending on whether you want to transform a statement, question or request.
In English grammar, reported speech is important to be learnt by students because it is one of three ways for students to report or share their statements to other people. In this paper, the write wanted to prove that students found difficulties in learning this topic. This topic is learnt by second semester students of English Educational Department on Tarbiyah Science and Teacher Training Faculty in State Islamic University of Medan. Example: Padma said that she wanted to study medicine. c) A conjuction is used after the reporting speech in indirect speech.
II. Review of Litearature
Example: She told me that she would marry me. d) Tense/pronoun/word indicating nearness of time and position are changed.
Example: Madhavi said to me, "I waited for you here today". Madhavi told me that she waited for me there that day
Rule For Tense Change
There are some changes based on the tenses, here are the formula: May 2019 , Page: 178-185 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www. The using of the above formula can be seen as the following example: Direct Speech: Uma said, "I like teaching." Indirect Speech:
Direct speech Indirect speech
Uma said that she liked teaching.
Pronoun in Indirect Speech
In spite of the tense, to change the direct speech into indirect speech or reverse, the pronoun also needs to change, here are the forms:
Example
To use the change of the pronouns are below: Direct Speech: I had lost my hand bag" said Ramya Indirect Speech: Ramya said that she had lost her hand bag
Words Denoting Time And Position
Besides tenses and pronoun, to change the direct into indirect speech or reverse, the words refer to time and position also need to change. The following are the forms: 
Direct

Additional points
There are some adding points in changing reported speech: a) If you report something which is still true, it is not necessary to change the verb.
Direct speech: "My car is bigger than yours." Reported speech: He said his car is/was bigger than mine. b) When we are reporting past tenses and we see the events from the same viewpoint as the original speaker, it is not necessary to change the tense. Direct speech: "The earthquake happened at half past seven." Reported speech: The radio said that the earthquake happened at half past seven. c) Modal verbs could, might, would, should, ought, had better usually do not change in reported speech. Direct speech: "I should go to the dentist." Reported speech: He said that he should go to the dentist.
Direct Speech
Indirect Speech Simple Present ("I never eat meat", he explained) Simple Past (=he explained that he never ate meat) Present Continuous ("I'm waiting for Ann", he said) Past Continuous (=He said that he was waiting for Ann) Present Perfect ("I have found a flat", he said)
Past Perfect (=He said that he had found a flat) Present Perfect Continuous (He said, "I've been waiting for ages".) Past Perfect Continuous (=He said that he had been waiting for ages) Simple Past ("I took it home with me", she said) Past Perfect (=She said that he had taken it home with her) Future (He said, "I will/shall be in Paris on Monday".) Conditional (=He said that he would be in Paris on Monday) Future Continuous ("I will/shall be using the car myself on the 24 th ".)
Conditional Continuous (=She said that she'd been using the car herself on the 24 th .) Conditional (I said, "I would like to see it".) Conditional (=I said that I would like to see it.)
III. Research Method
In here, test was used as an instrument to obtain the data. A written test was given that focused on the subject matter that would be studied. The test consisted of 10 questions. It was divided into two parts. The first part consisted of five questions that asking the students about how to change the direct sentence into indirect sentence. In the second part consisted of five questions that asking the students about to change the indirect sentence into direct sentence.
The written test was given to get the frequency of error in answering the test in order to know the average of student problem or difficulties in learning Reported Speech. After that, the technique of data analysis was used descriptive analysis technique (percentage) with the formula: P = F/N X 100% P = Percentage F= Frequency of wrong answer N= Number of sample which observed After having the frequency and percentage of difficulty, the writer then looked for the average mark by using formula: P = F/NXn X 100% P = Percentage F = Frequency of wrong answer N = Number of sample n = Number of item test Besides the percentage, interview was applied to some students who got bad and who got the good scores in the test that written before.
IV. Research Finding and Discussion
After the test had done, collecting data was needed and counted the correct answer and also the wrong answers from each sheet of the collected test. The data were taken from some classes that are the English Educational Department students which consisted of 50 students. In this below, it was provided a table which is the answers of each question that has been answered by the sample. In this section, the description of the data was described. These were two parts of test that given to take student's score in reported speech question:
1. Part A: To test student's ability to change the indirect questions into the direct questions. 2. Part B: To test student's ability to change the direct questions into the indirect questions. After analyzing the answers, then those were counted the correct and wrong answers from the students. There was 50 students answer the questions. The table below was showed the data. showed that the students were 50 students, and there were 11 score categories from the result of the test. There were from 0 until 100 scores. The highest score is 100 gotten by 2 students, while the lowest score is 0 -9 which was gotten by 12 students. From the test result above, it was concluded that the students had low ability in mastering the Reported Speech topic.
After collecting the tests' result, the first step, it was collected the questions which answered by the samples. Then, students' difficulties in answering reported speech questions were analyzed. The analyzing of the students' answering questions was showed in table 2. The table 2 showed that there were 10 questions that answered by 50 students. The answered of the students was divided into two, 25 students for changing indirect into direct and the others changing indirect into direct. In the results of the test that had been done, it got the result that: Part A question number 1 was answered by 3 students, number 2 was answered by 3 students, question number 3 was answered by 3 students, number 4 was answered by 12 students, number 5 was answered by 4 students.
Part B, number 1 was answered by 5 students, number 2 was answered by 4 students, number 3 was answered by 5 students, number 4 was answered by 4 students, and number 5 was answered by 7 students.
From the description above, it was concluded that many students could not answer the question of number a1, a2 and a3. And most of them could answer the question number 4a.
In this case, it was found that the students could not change direct into reported speech and some of students able to change indirect into direct speech and they found difficulties in changing the pronouns and also understanding the questions.
To find out the reason why the students got difficulties in learning reported speech topic, interview was done. Two students were interviewed that was consisted of 1 student who got the highest score and the other who got the lowest score. In doing the interview, it was proposed a question that related to the topic that must be answered honestly by the student.
We found that many students did not understand yet about reported speech. They did not master about the rules for sequence of changing the tenses and pronoun in reported speech. They confused to change the time from original question into the time which was reported and to change the speaker one turned into speaker 3 rd person. They had a worse opinion that grammar was difficult. The other reason, the test started in the class in the short time to think and finish the test. Besides, according to them, the questions were very difficult to answer but they said they had done the best in answering the questions.
IV. Conclusions
The students made many mistakes in transfering form from direct speech to indirect speech and on the contrary, they also got difficulty to change the tenses , pronoun and the time signal in sentences. They need to practice more both in spoken and written language.
